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A SMALL ALGOL COMPILER FOR OS- 3

I. INTRODUCTION

This thesis describes the design of an arithmetic compiler for an

ALGOL like language. The compiler is called ALG and is written in

the COMPASS assembly language for the CDC 3300. Chapters II and

III describe the implementation of the syntax directed analyzer and

the production list. The analyzer uses the production list to recognize

sentences in the ALG language. Chapter IV is'concerned with address

assignment and code generation techniques.

The "Translator Writing Systems" article [8] in the February

68 issue of the Communications of the ACM gives a good survey of the

various compilation techniques and should be reviewed before proceed-

ing. The reader should keep in mind that ALG is a one pass, syntax

directed, production language compiler. The programs it translates

are similar to those of ALGOL.

The language of a compiler is that set of statements and pro-

grams accepted and translated by the compiler. The syntax of the

language is the specification of the allowable constructs or structures

of the statements of the language. The semantics of a source state-

ment in the language is the interpretation given to the statement in terms

of the generated machine code. ALG recognizes constructs by com-

paring source statements with productions. There is one production
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for each construct. The left hand side of a production is the format

for a construct and the right hand side is the replacement part. The

replacement parts are used in the reduction of a statement to its basic

items. The exact nature and use of the productions will be discussed

in Chapter II.
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II. THE COMPILATION PROCESS IN ALG

The first half of this section describes the basic syntax analysis

process in ALG. The second half gives an example and an introduction

to the structure of the production list.

In some sense all compilers are syntax directed as they have

code to recognize syntax structures, Implementations can be in terms

of switching matrices or co-no tables. Table driven compilers are

really not syntax directed as the syntax is implied by the analysis

algorithms only, Discussions on table driven compilers can be found

in Floyd [3] and Graham [5], A real syntax directed compiler contains

in its memory a description of the syntax structures of its language.

The description might be in terms of Backus Naur Form definitions.

Implementations of this can be applied to tree structures or push down

stacks. Floyd [3] gives a good discussion on syntax directed transla-

tion as applied to top down analysis with tree structures, To recog-

nize a particular sequence of terminals corresponding to a node of a

tree, a top down analyzer must investigate all the possibilities of a

particular node until some structure matches the sequence of term-

inals. Since each branch of a node can lead to possibly another node

and possibly in a circular fashion, the top down analyzer needs to

keep track of goals, subgoals and subgoals to subgoals. If none of the

possibilities of a node are satisfied, then the top down analyzer has
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to back itself out and up to some node in which another alternative can

be considered.

ALG employs a bottom up approach as applied to a push down

stack. This technique avoids many of the managerial and bookkeeping

problems of tree structured analysis, The procedure is similar to

that developed by Floyd [2], Evans [1] and Rosenkrantz [6] but the

actual implementation allows more flexibility in the syntax forms and

in the comparison process.

The syntax of the ALG language is contained in an ordered list

of productions which the analyzer uses to recognize structures of the

language. The semantics in the form of code segments are associated

with each production. The production list does not give a complete

description of the syntax of the language but rather a specification of

how items of the language form syntax structures. The specifications

for the basic items, atoms or terminal symbols of constants, symbols

and special characters are written directly into the fetch item code.

An efficient execution of compilation is realized by using a fetch item

routine which picks off the basic items from the source deck.

A. push down stack is maintained in the analyzer. The stack

initially contains an item which delimits the left hand end of the source

program. The symbol we shall use for this item is I An item is

fetched from the source deck and placed on the stack. The top items

of the stack are then compared against the list of productions. Some
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productions require that one or two items be compared whereas others

compare up to five items. The item comparison is done top to bottom

and is not to be confused with the direction of syntax analysis which is

left to right. Polish strings or separate operand and operator stacks

are not used. The comparison process starts with the first production

(recall that they are ordered) and continues until the end of the pro-

duction list is encountered.

If a match is found or a syntax structure is recognized, control

is transferred to the associated code. At this point machine code may

be generated or items on the stack modified or replaced. After this a

new item may be fetched from the source deck or the compare pro-

cess resumed depending upon the nature of the production. Specific

examples of this will be discussed with Figure 1.

If no match is found, then another item is fetched from the

source deck and the compare process restarted except when a semi-

colon is on top of the stack. A semicolon essentially has lower prece-

dence than any other item, thus if nothing can be recognized between

the semicolon and the most recent begin, then ALG calls this an

error and removes all those items from the stack except the begin.

There are better diagnostic analysis procedures than this, e.g. the

error recovery techniques of Evans [1], but this will suffice for the

present version of ALG. Besides the diagnostic constructs of [1]

syntax structures can be used to recognize errors and can be added
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at later dates. Once an error is detected, a new item is fetched and

the analyzer resumes.

The production list is ordered in such a way as to give prece-

dence to operators. Since the semicolon has lowest precedence and the

last item of a program is a semicolon eventually the stack will be re-

duced to <statement> ; which is ALG's syntax definition for a

<program>. In some cases a <program> will be recognized if

there are non-serious errors. After a <program> is recognized and

there are no errors the compiler generates the relocatable binary deck

and the compiler stops.

The productions in Figure 1 will illustrate how precedence is

attributed to the operators. The = in the production indicates that

another item is to be fetched and placed on the stack before the

analyzer continues. The 0 item refers to an operand and the pro-

duction item will match with any item on the stack. The 0 will

match with any arithmetic operand and Oa is an item which refers to

the contents of the arithmetic accumulator.

Consider the following source code: A + B C ; First an item

referencing the variable A is placed on the stack. In the discussion

we shall refer to this item as TheThe variable A is not placed on

the stack. Since there is no production which recognizes an operand preceeded

by on top of the stack, the plus operator is fetched and placed on the

stack. There is a production which recognizes just the plus operator.



Format Replacement Meaning

0 * 0 0- -4- Oa 0-

0 + 0 0- -4. Oa 0"

Multiply construct

Give multiply precedence
over addition

Addition construct

The item immediately left of the or -4- is comp-
ared with the top of the stack. View the bottom of
the stack as being to the left.

Figure I. Sample production list.

This recognition forces the analyzer to fetch another item and con-

tinue the analysis. Exactly where in the production list the analyzer

is to resume is important from an efficiency standpoint and will be

discussed in Chapter III, where the role of the next production desig-

nator is considered. For now it is sufficient to assume that the anal-

ysis restarts at the top of the production list.

The items for B and the * are stacked in a similar fashion.

Observe that the production * precedes the addition production.

When the analyzer compares the stack OA + 0
B

* against the

production list no attempt is made to generate code equivalent to

LOAD A
ADD B .

Instead the compiler fetches another item, which in this case is the

item for the variable C , places it on the stack and continues the
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analysis. The semicolon is stacked next. At this point the produc-

tion 0 * 0 0- Oa 0 recognizes the items for B =ti C ; and code is

generated to

LOAD
MULTIPLY C

The items for 0B' *' and 0 are replaced by the item Oa

which represents the contents of the arithmetic accumulator. The

item corresponding to the 0- is left on the stack. Observe that the

item matched with the 0 item acts as an operator of lower precedence

than the *. The analysis is continued and the production

0 + 0 0" Oa 0" recognizes A. + "accumulator" ; and code is

generated to

ADD A

The diagram in Figure Z gives an idea of the sequence of anal-

ysis and the corresponding code generated for the source text of

A A + B * C ; . Two additional productions for the assignment

operator are needed. One will be used to give the assignment oper-

ator precedence over any lower precedence operator. The other is

used to recognize the assignment construct. The two productions

follow the addition production and are of the form

4-

Ov 0 0- S 0-
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The item 0v refers to any variable and S is the item code for a

statement. The stack items OA' 0
B

and 0 refer to the variables

A, B and C .



Source statement: A 4- A+ B* C;

Stack

I-

I-

I-

I-

I-

I-

1-

OA

OA

Production Used Code Generated

4- 4- 4-

OA 4- OA

OA 4- 0 +
A

OA 4- 0
A

+ 0
B

OA .-- OA + 0
B

*

OA - 0 0 * 0
A B C

OA 4- OA + OB *OC ;

OA 4- OA + Oa ;

OA

f-- s

O * 0 CT Oa CT LOAD
MUL

O + 0 C T Oa CT ADD A

O - 0 CT S CT STORE A

Figure 2. Sample analysis.

0
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III. THE PRODUCTION LIST

As noted by Floyd [z] and Rosenkrantz [8], a great deal of

efficiency can be written into the syntax analysis by including with each

production a designation of which production should be considered

next after the replacements are made. As an example; if the syntax

structure for a multiply is recognized and the corresponding code

generated and the replacements made, then the analyzer need only re-

sume comparisons for those productions containing an operator of

precedence Less than or equal to that of the multiply operator. Had

the 0- item matched with any operator of precedence greater than the

multiply, then the production 0 * 0 0- Oa 0 would never have

been reached in the production list by the compare routines. A detail-

ed example of this process is given in Figure 4. In the ALG pro-

duction list there are two productions which are included to increase

the efficiency of code generation for the commutative operators *

and + . The code generation routines attempt to load the leftmost

operand and apply the operator with the address of the second operand.

Consider the source code

BEGIN A --- A/B-D*-E; B 1. 0 END ; and the productions

in Figure 3, A sufficient number of production from the list in

Appendix II are given in Figure 3 to analyze the above sample source

code,
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Name

begin begin

Next

1) (1)

2) 0 * 0 0- Oa 0- (4)

3) 0 / 0 0- Oa 0- (4)

4) * (15)

5) / / (15)

6) 0 + 0 CT Oa 0- (9)

7) 0 - 0 CT Oa CT (9)

8) - 0 0- --,- Oa 0* (2)

9) + + (15)

10) - - (15)

11) ..,- 4- (15)

12) Ov 0 0- S 0- (13)

1 3) begin S ; begin (1)

14) begin S end = S (13)

15) end of list

The S is the item code
for a statement.

Figure 3. Expanded production list.

The list in Figure 4 gives a trace of the analysis as applied to

the sample program. A dump of the stack is given in Figure 4 only

when a structure is recognized.



Source code: BEGIN A B/C-D*-E; B 1. 0 END ;

O matches with any operand on the stack, 0
T1

refers to a temporary.

Stack Production Used

begin

I- begin OA -,--

I- begin OA -.- 0
B

/

I- begin OA <- 0
B

/

I- 1::gin OA -,- Oa -

I- begin OA. 4-- Oa -

I- 1:gin. OA <- Oa -

I- begin OA -.- Oa -

I- begin. OA. --- OTI -

I- begin 0.A. .-- OTI -

I- begin OA -c- Oa

CONTINUED

Code Generated

begin 4 begin

<- .-

/ /

0 0 / 0 if -,- Oa g LOAD Bc DIVIDE C

*

OD *

OD * - - -
STORE T1

OD =t< OE ; - 0 if -. Oa if LOADC E

OD * Oa ; 0 * 0 if -,- Oa if MULT D
STORE T2

Oa ; 0 0 if --- Oa if LOAD T1
SUB T2

0
NT

if STORE A

Figure 4. Sample program analysis and code generation.



Stack Production Used

I- begin S ; begin S ; * begin

I- begin 0
B

e- e- * A-

l- begin OB -.--. 0 end
1. 0 0

v
4- 0 0 -> S 0-

I- begin S end begin S end S

S

The =ZD1. 0 is the address of the words containing 1. 0 .

Figure 4 continued.

Code Generated

LOAD =ZD1. 0
STORE

I-A
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The production list used by Floyd [2] is similar to ALG's but

precedence is introduced in another form. In Floyd's productions

there are special syntax codes for items that can be operated on by

arithmetic operators. Before a variable followed by a pulse operator

can be recognized the syntax code of the variable must go through the

changes of <variable> -><primary > --->< factor > term> . This is

to specify precedence of operators but the technique is cumbersome.

The technique also inteferes with recognition of unary minus following

another arithmetic operator.

ALG's solution to this problem is to include with each syntax

item several subfields which give more information as to the exact

nature of the item. Features of this are used in most of the syntax

structures. The production item 0 matches with any kind of arith-

metic operand whether it be a variable, constant, temporary or the

contents of the accumulator. The actual stack item word referencing

a variable has the subfield format as shown in Figure 5, This for-

mat is independent of the word structure of the CDC 3300 and may be

applied to any word machine.

Most of the syntax codes in the production list have the same

field break downs except that the D field refers to a mask which

instructs the compare routines which fields of the item words in the

stack are to be compared against the fields of the syntax codes,
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Item Word A B C

A. = Syntax type (operand 0 )

B = Subtype (variable v )

C = Mode designator (real or integer)

D = Value or pointer to symbol table.

Figure 5. Format for item word.

For the case of the operand reference in the addition production,

the D field of the operand item requests only a comparison of the A.

fields (syntax type). Thus the actual operand could be any of the four

types. In the assign production the item 0
v means that the D field

instructs the compare routine to compare the A. and B fields of the

correponding word in the stack. If the B field of the stack item word

refers to anything other than a variable, then the assign production

would not recognize the items on the stack. This could be used to

flag an error. The acutal ALG production list is given in Appendix II.

To show the usefulness of the concept, consider the syntactically

incorrect string A. + B C + D ; . The analysis produces the example

in Figure 6. Since the item to the left of the <- does not reference an

operand of subtype variable, the assign production will not recognize

0t Oa ; and the compiler would recognize an error. This sub-

field usage can be extended even further. If the language were to

allow arrays then another subfield could be used to designate whether
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an item of syntax type 0 and subtype variable refers to a simple

variable or an array element.

Source code: A +, B C + D

Stack

OA +

OA + 0
B

Oa 4-

Production Used

0 + 0 0- 0 CT
a

4- 4-

<- 0 + + +Oa

Oa OC + OD ; 0 + 0 0- Oa 0-

Ot Oa none

The stack item' 0t refers to a temporary.

Figure 6. Example of "subfield usage.
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IV, MACHINE CODE GENERATION AND
ADDRESS ASSIGNMENT

The assembly code for the ALG compiler and the machine code

it generates are of course very dependent upon the machine structure

of the CDC 3300. This section does not intend to discuss the actual

code for the compiler and its programs but rather some address

assignment and code generation techniques that are used. The tech-

niques are applicable to all word oriented computers.

Compilers by their very nature are designed to relieve the pro-

grammer of some of the tedious tasks associated with code generation

and address assignment of lower level translators. Compiler generat-

ed code is dependent upon the type and mode of the data to be manipu-

lated and it is also dependent upon how the code is to be used. Resi-

dent compilers which generate code directly into absolute memory have

different data and storage allocation procedures from compilers which

generate relocatable binary object decks.

For compilers which generate code into absolute memory the

addresses for specialized I/O routines and predefined functions will be

known before code is generated. Depending upon where the compiler

resides in memory, code is generated at one end working up and

operands are allocated space starting at the other end of memory

working down. For compilers which produce binary decks the address

assignment can be somewhat more complex. For multiple pass
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compilers it is possible to determine how many variables and con-

stants will be needed before any code is generated. Storage for con-

stants and variables can be allocated space at the beginning of the sub-

program area and the code generated beyond that.

A one pass, relocatable code generating compiler needs a differ-

ent organization. An intermediate output, perhaps in the form of

Polish strings or an assembly language program, could avoid the

problem of directly generating subprogram addresses by using sym-

bolic addresses. Locations for constants, variables and temporaries

could be placed at either end of the subprogram and then an assembler

could be called to complete the remainder of the translation process.

This is a rather long approach and can be shortened. ALG is a one

pass compiler that generates binary relocatable object decks without

the use of an intermediate output device. The solution that ALG

employs takes advantage of the relocation codes that must be generat-

ed for each word in the binary deck. For references on the structure

and organization of binary relocatable decks used by the OS- 3 loader

see [7]. Like a loader, ALG adjusts address fields of words refer-

encing constants, variables and temporaries in the subprogram area

after the code generation process is complete. Subprogram storage

allocation is mapped out as in Figure 7,

The variable and temporary storage area is treated as a push

down stack during compilation. A. memory index to this area is
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Compiled
machine

code

Constant
storage

Variable
and
temporary

storage

beginning of subprogram

word n-1 of subprogram

The length of the subprogram is the value of n.

Figure 7. Storage allocation for ALG subprograms.

initialized to zero at the beginning of translation and is used to specify

the relative address of the next variable or temporary to be used.

When a block is entered and a variable declared, ALG types and enters

the symbol in the symbol table and assigns to it the value of the mem-

ory index as its address. The index is then incremented. Subsequent

references to the variable now use the assigned address. If a temp-

orary location is needed then a store accumulator instruction is gen-

erated and the value of the memory index is used as the address. The

index is also incremented accordingly. Observe that this is similar

to pushing an operand onto a stack. The memory index is decremented

when the temporary is used as an operand. A similar situation occurs
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when control leaves a block. All variables declared in the block are

removed from the symbol table and the memory index is decremented

accordingly. This corresponds to popping operands off a stack. There

are other considerations in connection with removing variables from

the symbol table. They will be discussed in Chapter V.

When a constant is encountered in the source program its binary

encoding is entered in the constant table and assigned an address rela-

tive to the beginning of the constant block. The subprogram relative

addresses for the constant and variable blocks are specified after all

program code is generated. For each word that is generated in the

subprogram an associated relocation code is kept elsewhere in mem-

ory. When a variable is referenced by the machine code, that instruc-

tion is tagged with variable relocation. Constant references are simi-

larly treated. Observe that use of the relocation codes makes ALG a

feasible one pass compiler. There are four kinds of relocation that

must be considered. They are given in Figure 8.

Code Type

0 abs olute

1 program

constant

3 variable/temporary

Figure 8. RelocatiOns codes for words.
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Variable and temporary references can be given the same relo-

cation code because of the block structure organization. Absolute re-

location codes are needed for those words in which the address fields

are not dependent on where the subprogram is to be relocated by the

loader. Examples of these are constants and the XOA, S - 0 and

XOQ, S-0, compass instructions used in complementing operands in

the arithmetic register. Program relocation codes are needed for

references to program and statement tables in which transfer of con-

trols are made and also for forward reference links to external sym-

bols,

A. location counter is initially set to zero. It is used to desig-

nate the location in the subprogram for the next instruction to be gen-

erated. The location counter is incremented after each instruction is

generated and stored. After all instructions are generated the counter

will specify the address of the word just beyond the program area and

the beginning of the constant block. Constants are now copied over

and given absolute relocation. The location counter is incremented

accordingly and now specifies the starting address of the variable

block. During the compilation process a check is kept on the maxi-

mum number of locations needed for temporaries and variables. This

number plus the current contents of the location counter now specify

the length of the subprogram. Using the relocation codes created

during compilation, the addresses for words referencing constants
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and variables are incremented by the appropriate amounts, i. e. , the

beginning addresses of the respective storage blocks. The actual

binary decks are now written and when loaded the loader will initial-

ize to zero the storage area for the variables and temporaries.

There are other solutions to the address assignment problem

that are highly dependent on the sophistication of the operating system's

loader. If the loader allows labeled data or common blocks, then the

compiler could simply generate the corresponding labeled data blocks

for both the constant and variable blocks. The last half of the address

assignment process could then be left to the loader.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Several comments about the ALG compiler are in order. ALG is

a production language compiler which uses syntax subfields. This

technique facilitates the recognition of a set of terminals having com-

mon properties. Individual elements of a syntax set or even subsets

can easily be recognized by appropriate field inspections. Currently

only the productions referencing arithmetic operands and the end or

semicolon terminals utilize this feature. Extensions to other syntax

structures can be made.

A feature of the production list is that expressions such as the

one in Figure 4 can be recognized and translated. Most arithmetic

compilers do not allow a minus operator to follow another arithmetic

operator. Whether this is desirable or not is difficult to answer. A

programmer might write A/-B/C and intend it to be translated as

A/( -B)/C whereas ALG would interpret it as A /( -B /C). The expres-

sion A*-B could be interpreted as AN-B) or as a missing operand

error or just something illegal. ALG allows an IF statement to follow

a then which is something that ALGOL does not allow.

The use of the relocation codes is very convenient in compile

time address assignment. The first version of ALG did not attempt

to generate binary decks and had a horrendous technique for assign-

ing addresses. All references to operands were made through forward
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reference links which were satisfied after the code generation was

complete. It was not until consideration of the overall translation

process that the relocation code technique was encountered. Since

addresses for variables and temporaries are determined at compile

time no execution goto analyzer and real time stack is required.

The production list has no structure which recognizes just an

operand. This means that a great deal of searching of the production

list is done by the analyzer when an operand is fetched from the

source deck. A. production of the form 0
v.

Ov should be intro-

duced in the list. This question can also be applied to the else, do,

then, goto, read, write and if terminals.

Production language analysis offers a very simple technique for

recognizing, analyzing and translating sentences in a programming

language. Changing or appending new syntax structures is very simple

and does not require massive changes in the entire compiler. It is

surprising that this technique was not used in earlier syntax directed

translators.

The semantics of the begin end block structure is in the manipu-

lation of the symbol table. The table is dynamic and is treated as a

push down stack. An entry into a block with declarations at the head

of the block causes symbols to be entered in the table. Exits from a

block cause symbols declared in that block to be removed from the

table. When a symbol table scan is made the search starts at the top
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and works down. A simple linear list organization is used and is more

desirable than a dictionary or scatter storage organization! A. symbol

table based upon a content addressable memory might be of great use.

An additional semantic feature of the block structures is that unde-

fined symbols referenced in a block are dropped down to the next

lower block when control leaves the block. This feature allows the

referencing of a label which is defined in some outside block at a later

point in the program. This feature also allows references to library

functions that are not defined in the program.
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APPENDIX I

Items and Item Codes Used in the Production List

Item Code Syntax Item

B BEGIN

L label

E ENTRY

A REAL or INTEGER

O arithmetic operand

Oa accumulator operand

Ov variable operand

0
t temporary operand

3 boolean value, results of relational
operator

F IF

T THEN

S statement

Q ELSE

Z else2

N WHILE

1 whilel.

D DO

G GOTO
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Item Code Syntax Item

K function

e END

an unknown item, used for labels

0- matches with any item

R READ

W WRITE

P PROGRAM
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APPENDIX II

Production List in ALG

The analyzer fetches items from the source deck and places them

on the stack. The top items of the stack are compared with the list of

production in the given order until a match is found. If no match is

found then another item is fetched and the comparison repeated. When

a match is found control is transferred to the code associated with the

production. After the replacements are made the analyzer resumes

the comparison at the production specified by the Next designation.

Production List

Name Production Next

PRG IL. p ?
iL ENTRY

ENTRY I- E I- ENTRY

DECL B A = B DECL

BEGIN B B DECL

LABEL B L : B BEGIN

LABELU B ? : B BEGIN

ARITH 6 * oa 6 -- Oa 0- TIMES

ARMUL 0 * 0 0" -,- Oa (T TIMES

ARDIV 0 / 0 0- ---> Oa 6 TIMES

TIMES * :-:( SYNTA.XE
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Name Production Next

DIVIDE

A.RADD

/

0 + Oa if ->

/

Oa if

SYNTAXE

PLUS

ARPL 0 + 0 0- -3- Oa if PLUS

ARSUB 0 - 0 if Oa if PLUS

ARP + 0 0- 0 if
a

ARITH

ARS - 0 6 Oa
if A.RITH

PLUS + SYNTAXE

MINUS SYNTAXE

PAREN (O ) Oa FNCT

FNCT K 0 = Oa ARITH

FNTCU ? 0 Oa ARITH

EQUAL 0 = 0 if = 3 if BEGIN

NOTEQUAL 0 0 if 3 if BEGIN

NEQ < > SYNTA.XE

LESS 0 < 0 if = 3 if BEGIN

GTTHA.N 0 > 0 if 3 if BEGIN

GROREQ 0 > 0 if 3 if BEGIN

LESSEQ 0 < 0 if 3 if BEGIN

LS SYNTA.XE

SL = < < SYNTA.XE

GE > = > SYNTA.XE

EG = > > SYNTA.XE
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Name Production Next

IFTHNELS F 3 T S Q = Z BEGIN

ELSE22 Z S 6 -3- S 0- IFTHNELS

IFTHEN F 3 T S 6 -3- S CT ELSE22

ASSGN .._ , SYNTA.XE

ASSIGN 0 -,- 0 0- -,- S 6 IFTHNELS
v

WHILE N 1 SYNTAXE

WHILE2 1 3 D S 0- -3- S 0- IFTHNELS

GOTO G L (T -3- S CT IFTHNELS

GOTOU G ? 0- -3. S 0- IFTHNELS

IOREAD R Ov = R READ1

READ1 R , = R IOREAD

READ2 R 0- -3- S 0" IFTHNELS

IOWRITE W 0 = W SYNTAXE

WRITE1 W 0 0- -3- S 0- IFTHNELS

STATMNT B S ; B BEGIN

STMT1 [ S ; [L BEGIN

STMT2 B S e S IFTHNELS

STMT3 [ S ] S IFTHNELS

END S ; I- stop

SYNTAXE end of list


